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Obsession: an idea or thought that 
continually preoccupies or intrudes 
on a person's mind.



At Knog we are obsessed with products.
We obsess about their design and we 
obsess about their functionality.
We obsess about the materials we make 
them from, then we obsess about testing 
them and continually improving them.
This obsession enables our customers 
to confidently use Knog products to 
discover their own version of freedom, 
whatever that may be. 



OUR OBSESSION IS YOUR FREEDOM



Knog makes innovative products that inspire people to 
explore the great outdoors on foot or two wheels.
Knog knows that active means different things to 
different people. For some, cycling means riding to the 
pub with their mates, to others, it’s cycling across a 
country or a continent, barely stopping to recharge for 
weeks on end. 
Likewise, for some the “great outdoors” is a weekend 
living in a tent at a music festival.  
To others it’s nothing less than a two-week solo trek 
through the Amazon.
Whatever active in the outdoors looks like to you, Knog 
wants to help you to have the best experience.



Knog has been designing innovative products in 
Melbourne since 2002. And you can thank us for sending 
you out to play. In all that time, we’ve never made a 
product that encourages you to stay indoors.
We want you to go out. We want to be with you in the rain, 
in the sun, lighting up dark lane ways, helping you see, 
and helping you be heard. 
We design products so we’re with you on the town, on the 
road, and in the wilderness.



Knog’s obsessional 
approach to making 
products, has produced 
some of the best 
selling, most beloved 
and most copied 
cycling products ever.

THE NUMBERS  
DON’T LIE

The Frog  
Over 8 Million 
sold to date 

The Oi  
Over 3 Million 
sold to date



2020  GOLD; AUSTRALIAN GOOD DESIGN AWARD –   
 BILBY & BLINDER ROAD 600

2019  GOLD; AUSTRALIAN GOOD DESIGN AWARD –   
 COBBER LIGHT

2019  GOOD DESIGN MARK- BANDICOOT

2018  IF AWARD EUROBIKE - KNOG PLUS LIGHT 

2016  WINNER OF THE 2016 PREMIERS DESIGN AWARD- OI  
 BIKE BELL 

2016  AUSTRALIAN GOOD DESIGN AWARD – OI BIKE BELL

2013  AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL DESIGN AWARD –   
 ROAD 2

2012 MENS JOURNAL AWARD – FOR STRONGMAN D LOCK 

2012  AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL DESIGN MARK

2011  “BIKEBIZ” BEST ACCESSORY BRAND- UK

2009 AUSTRALIAN DESIGN AWARDS - MOBILARM

2008  IF AWARDS EUROBIKE – BOOMER 

AWARD  
WINNING 
WE’RE PROUD OF THE DESIGN AWARDS AND ACCOLADES 
WE’VE WON OVER THE YEARS.

2007  OVERALL WINNER AUSTRALIAN DESIGN AWARD

2006  AUSTRALIAN DESIGN AWARD TEXTILES

2006  IF AWARD EUROBIKE –TOAD

2006  IF AWARD SILVER- EUROBIKE - BULLFROG

2005  AUSTRALIAN DESIGN AWARD BUSINESS PRODUCTS

2005  ISPO BRAND NEW AWARDS FOR KNOG IN GERMANY

2005  IF AWARD SILVER –EUROBIKE – FROG

2005  RED DOT AWARD  -FROG

2004  AUSTRALIAN DESIGN AWARD BUSINESS PRODUCTS

2004  4 X PREMIER DESIGN AWARDS AUSTRALIA

2002  WINNER EUROPEAN I.F. AWARD FOR DESIGN 

2002  FINALIST AUSTRALIAN DESIGN AWARDS  
 
2002  2 X DESIGN MARKS 



KNOG’S RUNNING 
PRODUCTS



BILBY RUN 400
Simply put, Bilby is the world’s most powerful silicone running specific headlamp. Bilby 
is an extremely powerful, comfortable, silicone headlamp that is suitable for running in 

the most extreme conditions.  

As a result of its construction from transparent silicone, when the headlamp is in 
operation a red halo light effect is created which helps increase your visibility to other 

road users, making the Bilby Run 400 the perfect high-powered running headlamp.



BILBY RUN 400
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MAX LUMENS: 400  MULTIPLE LIGHT  

OPTIONS 
 
The 5 LEDs on the Bilby Run are 
optimally placed for their individual 
purposes – a high beam to see by, 
2 elliptical beams for mid and wide 
beam angles, a red light for night light 
purposes and downlights for reading. 
Within each mode there are four 
brightness settings. On the brightest 
setting, the Bilby Run has a range of up 
to 150m. Another unique feature of the 
Bilby Run is that the beam angel can be 
manually adjusted via an electronic tilt 
function, allowing the user to set to the 
perfect beam function for their use.  

MATTE SILICONE FINISH 
 
The Bilby Run’s body and strap 
are moulded in matte finish 
medical grade silicone that 
won’t tangle your hair. It’s easy 
to clean and is adjustable to 
fit head circumferences from 
300- 660mm. The extremely 
comfortable silicone strap 
adjusts with a toggle. Once 
you’ve found your size you 
can set and forget or adjust 
on the fly.

INTEGRATED USB  
RECHARGEABLE 
 
Another outstanding feature 
of the Bilby Run’s design 
is the fact that the USB is 
integrated into the lighting 
pod – which means no cables 
to lose or break. To recharge 
the headlamp, simply plug the 
pod into a USB-A port, and 
you’ll have a full charge in just 
4 hours from flat.

USB  
RECHARGE

WEIGHT

90g
WATERPROOF  

IP67
PROGRAMMABLE 

MODES
BOOST MODE SIDE VISIBILITY

RED LIGHT HALO EFFECT  
 
A unique feature of Knog’s running 
headlamps is the Red-Light-
Halo-Effect. As a result of its 
construction from transparent 
silicone, when the headlamp is in 
operation a red halo light effect 
can be selected which helps 
increase the user’s visibility to 
other road users. This feature 
has been specifically designed 
to keep runner’s highly visible 
to other road users and works 
independently of the main 
headlamp beam.   



BILBY RUN 400

RUNTIMES

MODES LUMENS RUNTIME

BOOST RIGHT 400 5

BOOST LEFT 240 9

AMBIENT 
RIGHT 200 14

AMBIENT  
LEFT 48 22

SPOT 200 14

RED LED 7 32

READING 10 17

MAX LUMENS

400

MODES

PRESET: 7 
MODEMAKER: 1-26

WEIGHT

90 GRAMS

CHARGE TIME

4 HOURS    

SPECIFICATIONS

Bilby Run 400 Violet Blue | Item No 12972

Bilby Run 400 Grape | Item No 12970

Bilby Run 400 Coral | Item No 12973

Bilby Run 400 Lime | Item No 12971

Lights designed to illuminate the  
path before the user.SEE BY

Lights designed to keep the user as 
visible as possible to other road users.BE SEEN



“When I run,  
I  never listen to 

music, I  find it 
distracting. 

I  listen to my 
breathing and my 

heartbeat and find 
my own natural 

rhythm. 
For me that is the 

joy, finding that 
purity of movement, 

that flow state.” 



BANDICOOT 250 RUN
Bandicoot 250 Run is a powerful, lightweight, silicone, runner’s 

focused headlamp.  
 

This headlamp is comfortable, form fitting, lightweight and 
features a red halo light feature that helps increase the user’s 

visibility to other road users making the Bandicoot 250 Run the 
perfect running headlamp.



BANDICOOT 250 RUN
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MAX LUMENS: 250  MULTIPLE LIGHT  
OPTIONS 
 
The 5 LEDs on the Bandicoot 
250 Run are optimally placed 
for their specific  purposes 
– a high beam to see by, 2 
elliptical beams for mid and 
wide beam angles, a red light 
for night light purposes, and 
downlights for reading. Within 
each mode, there are four 
brightness settings.

MATTE SILICONE FINISH 
 
The Bandicoot 250 Run’s 
body and strap are moulded 
in clear matte finish medical 
grade silicone that won’t 
tangle your hair. It’s easy to 
clean and is adjustable to fit 
head circumferences from 
300- 660mm. The extremely 
comfortable silicone strap 
adjusts with a toggle. Once 
you’ve found your size you 
can set and forget or adjust 
on the fly.

INTEGRATED USB  
RECHARGEABLE 
 
One outstanding feature of 
this design is the fact that 
the USB is integrated into the 
lighting pod – which means 
no cables to lose or break. 
To recharge the headlamp, 
simply plug the pod into a 
USB-A port, and you’ll have 
a full charge in just 4 hours 
from flat.

RED LIGHT HALO EFFECT  
 
A unique feature of Knog’s running 
headlamps is the Red-Light-
Halo-Effect. As a result of its 
construction from transparent 
silicone, when the headlamp is in 
operation a red halo light effect 
can be selected which helps 
increase the user’s visibility to 
other road users. This feature has 
been specifically designed to keep 
runners highly visible to other road 
users and works independently of 
the main headlamp beam.   DIMMABLEUSB  

RECHARGE
WEIGHT

58g
SIDE VISIBILITYWATERPROOF  

IP67
PROGRAMMABLE 

MODES



BANDICOOT 250 RUN

MAX LUMENS

250

MODES

5

WEIGHT

60 GRAMS

CHARGE TIME

4 HOURS    

SPECIFICATIONS

Bandicoot Run 250 Coral | Item No 12941

Bandicoot Run 250 Lime | Item No 12942 Bandicoot Run 250 Grape | Item No 12943

Bandicoot Run 250 Blue | Item No 12940

RUNTIMES

MODES LUMENS RUNTIME

COMBO 250 8

SPOT 200 12

AMBIENT 50 22

RED LIGHT 4 25

READING 6 32

Lights designed to illuminate the  
path before the user.SEE BY

Lights designed to keep the user as 
visible as possible to other road users.BE SEEN



“I’ve never finished a 
run and regretted it.” 



QUOKKA RUN 100
Quokka Run 100 is a small, silicone, lightweight, grab and go 

runner’s headlamp.  

This headlamp is small, form-fitting, lightweight and features 
a red halo light feature that helps increase the user’s visibility 
to other road users making the Quokka Run 100 the perfect 

running headlamp.
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MAX LUMENS: 100 OPTIMALLY PLACED LEDS 

 
The 3 LEDs are optimally 
placed for their individual 
purpose – a spot beam to 
see by, wide beam for broad 
ambient light.

RED LIGHT HALO EFFECT  
 
A unique feature of Knog’s running 
headlamps is the Red-Light-
Halo-Effect. As a result of its 
construction from transparent 
silicone, when the headlamp is in 
operation a red halo light effect 
can be selected which helps 
increase the user’s visibility to 
other road users. This feature has 
been specifically designed to keep 
runners highly visible to other road 
users and works independently of 
the main headlamp beam.   

MATTE SILICONE FINISH  
 
Quokka Run’s body and strap 
are moulded in clear matte 
finish silicone that won’t get 
caught in your hair. It’s easy 
to clean and is adjustable to 
fit head circumferences from 
300-660mm. The silicone 
strap adjusts with a toggle. 
Once you’ve found your size 
you can set and forget or 
adjust on the fly.

MULTI MODES & BRIGHTNESS 
SETTINGS  
 
Quokka comes with 4 modes 
and 4 brightness settings 
within each mode. The 
available modes are: spot, 
wide, combo. The brightness 
settings are: high, mid, low 
and flash. The modes and the 
brightness levels are easily 
adjusted using a single button 
which allows you to simply 
toggle through the various 
settings.

DIMMABLE LOCKABLEWATER  
RESISTANT  IP65

USB  
RECHARGE

WEIGHT

49g
SIDE VISIBILITY

QUOKKA RUN 100



QUOKKA RUN

Quokka Run Headlamp Coral | Item No 12315Quokka Run Headlamp Blue | Item No 12314

Quokka Run Headlamp Grape | Item No 12317Quokka Run Headlamp Lime | Item No 12316RUNTIMES

MODES LUMENS RUNTIME

COMBO HIGH 100 2.5

SPOT HIGH 75 4

WIDE HIGH 20 10

MAX LUMENS

100

MODES

4

WEIGHT

49 GRAMS

CHARGE TIME

3.5 HOURS    

SPECIFICATIONS

Lights designed to illuminate the  
path before the user.SEE BY

Lights designed to keep the user as 
visible as possible to other road users.BE SEEN



PLUS FREE
Plus Free is a highly versatile wearable light that has  

a myriad of uses.  

Small, powerful, and easily attachable the Plus Free is a 
multifunctional light that every runner should own. 



PLUS FREE
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WEARABLE CLIP 
 
Plus Free’s simple clip design 
means the options of where 
and how to attach your light 
are almost endless. Use the 
clip to attach the light to your 
t-shirt, shorts, socks, cap, 
headband, backpack, dog 
collar, basically anywhere you 
need extra visibility. Extremely 
lightweight at just 12 grams 
once attached Plus Free’s 
rubber o-ring feature then 
secures the light securely 
in place keeping your light 
secure and the user highly 
visible.  

UNRIVALLED LED  
TECHNOLOGY  
 
Plus Free produces an 
impressive 40 lumens of light 
from the front and 20 lumens 
from the rear and features 5 
different light modes. Enjoying 
run times of up to 40 hours 
on eco flash. The Plus Free’s 
efficient Chip on Board LEDs 
are designed to provide 
maximum brightness level for 
up to 90% of the battery burn 
time for each mode.

NO CHARGING CABLE 
REQUIRED 
 
No charging cable is required 
for your Plus, its integrated 
USB plugs directly into USB 
ports. A full charge is achieved 
in 4 hours. When your Plus 
Free is running low on battery, 
a red light will light up around 
the button. This light will 
turn off once the light is fully 
charged and ready to go.

MAX LUMENS:  
FRONT 40  
REAR 20

WATERPROOF  
IP67

USB  
RECHARGE

WEARABLE WEIGHT MAGNETIC 
MOUNT

12g
UP TO 40  

HOUR RUNTIME



PLUS FREE

Plus Free Front Translucent | Item No 12261

Plus Free Front Black | Item No 12260

Plus Free Twinpack Black | Item No 12264 Plus Free Twinpack Translucent | Item No 12265

Plus Free Translucent Rear | Item No 12263

Plus Free Rear Black | Item No 12262

SPECIFICATIONS

RUNTIMES

FRONT MODES LUMENS RUNTIME

STEADY 40 2

STROBE 40 8.5

PULSE 40 4.5

FANCY FLASH 40 10

ECO FLASH 40 40

REAR MODES LUMENS RUNTIME

STEADY 20 2

STROBE 20 8.5

PULSE 20 4.5

FANCY FLASH 20 10

ECO FLASH 20 40

MAX LUMENS

FRONT: 40 
REAR: 20

MODES

5

WEIGHT

12 GRAMS

CHARGE TIME

4 HOURS    

Lights designed to keep the user as 
visible as possible to other road users.BE SEEN


